Monitoring of Diclofenac with Biomimetic Sensor in Batch and FIA Systems
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O presente trabalho visa o desenvolvimento de um sensor biomimético para detecção de diclofenaco de sódio usando um elektrodo de carbono vitreo modificado com complexo 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxi-29H,31H-phthalocianina de cobre(II) e nanotubos de carbono de parede múltipla funcionalizados (MWCNT-COOH). O sensor proposto foi avaliado em sistema em batelada usando tampão fosfato 0,1 mol L\(^{-1}\) (pH 7,5) como elektrolito de suporte. Uma resposta linear foi obtida na faixa entre 4,0 \times 10^{-5} e 6,7 \times 10^{-4} mol L\(^{-1}\), com uma sensibilidade de 6,1 \times 10^{3} (± 1,5 \times 10^{0}) µA L mol\(^{-1}\) e limite de detecção de 1,3 \times 10^{-4} mol L\(^{-1}\) usando voltametria de onda quadrada. A seletividade foi estudada através da resposta do sensor na presença de outros fármacos. O sensor foi aplicado em formulações farmacêuticas e também em amostras de soro biológico através de estudos de recuperação. Quando acoplado a um sistema por injeção em fluxo (FIA), os melhores resultados foram obtidos aplicando o potencial de 0,5 V vs. Ag|AgCl|KCl sat usando um volume de amostra injetado de 100 µL e uma vazão de 1,2 mL min\(^{-1}\). A faixa linear de resposta em fluxo foi entre 5,0 \times 10^{-4} e 5,0 \times 10^{-1} mol L\(^{-1}\), com uma sensibilidade de 1,6 \times 10^{4} (± 3,0 \times 10^{2}) µA L mol\(^{-1}\) e um desvio padrão relativo de 3,5%.

The present work aims the development of a biomimetic sensor for the detection of sodium diclofenac from a glassy carbon electrode modified with copper(II) 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-29H,31H-phthalocyanine complex and functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-COOH). The proposed sensor was evaluated in batch system using 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) phosphate buffer solution at pH 7.5 as electrolyte support. A linear response was obtained in the range of 4.0 \times 10^{-5} and 6.7 \times 10^{-4} mol L\(^{-1}\), with the sensitivity of 6.1 \times 10^{3} (± 1.5 \times 10^{0}) µA L mol\(^{-1}\) and detection limit of 1.3 \times 10^{-4} mol L\(^{-1}\) using square wave voltammetry. The selectivity was studied by the sensor response in the presence of other drugs. The sensor was applied to pharmaceutical formulations and also to biological serum samples by recovery studies. When coupled to a flow injection system (FIA), the best results were obtained by applying the potential of 0.5 V vs. Ag|AgCl|KCl sat using an injected volume of the sample of 100 µL and a flow of 1.2 mL min\(^{-1}\). The linear response range in flow was between 5.0 \times 10^{-4} and 5.0 \times 10^{-1} mol L\(^{-1}\), with a sensitivity of 1.6 \times 10^{4} (± 3.0 \times 10^{2}) µA L mol\(^{-1}\)and a relative standard deviation of 3.5%.
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Introduction

Over the last decade there has been an increasing awareness of problems associated with the presence of pharmaceutical compounds in the aquatic environment, where the continuous inputs and persistence of many of these substances can cause irreversible damage to biota. The pollution of water by pharmaceutical drugs is a global phenomenon, affecting not only rivers and underground waters, but also drinking water, which even after treatment is likely to remain contaminated with contraceptive, anti-inflammatory, antidepressant and other types of drugs.\(^1\)

Diclofenac, a benzeneacetic acid derivative, designated chemically as 2-[(2,6-dichlorophenyl)amino] benzeneacetic acid monosodium or monopotassium salt, is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug extensively used as anti-rheumatic, anti-inflammatory, analgesic and antipyretic. Although its mechanism of action has not been clearly established, many of the diclofenac effects appear to be associated principally with inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis.\(^2,3\) Due to its extensive use, diclofenac residues can nowadays be regularly detected.
in surface waters, rivers and lakes. Diclofenac and its degradation product, acting on their own, may present no health risk but which cumulatively may cause undesirable side-effect, allergies and toxicity, specially in co-occurrence with others substances. There is evidence that prolonged exposure to environmentally relevant concentrations of diclofenac leads to impairment of the general health of fishes, inducing renal lesions and alteration of the gills, at the lowest observed effect concentration (LOEC) of 5 µg L$^{-1}$.6

The development of an analytic method for detecting the presence of diclofenac is necessary for monitoring the drug in the environment. A considerable number of methods have been employed for the analysis of diclofenac, such as capillary electrophoresis,7 high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),8 electrochemistry9 and spectrophotometry.10 Compared with other methods, electrochemical methods are characterized by being more simple, sensitive, with economical portability, simplicity, minimal cost and short analysis time.11,12

Chemically modified electrodes based on porphyrins and phthalocyanines complexes have been used as an alternative analysis method to obtain electrochemical sensors with high sensitivity, selectivity and stability.12-14 This type of sensors has been named in the literature as biomimetic sensors. The concept of biomimetic sensors relies on the recognition of substrates through the use of “artificial enzymes”.15

The biomimetic sensor in this work is based on mechanisms of molecular recognition of enzyme substrates using artificial enzymes that imitate the active site of a redox enzyme, P450 enzyme. The P450 enzymes are present in living organisms including mammals, bacteria, fungi, insects, and fish, where these enzymes catalyze numerous chemical reactions in organisms, usually producing metabolites that are physiologically essential or beneficial.16,17 These reactions include the degradation of xenobiotics such as pesticides and endocrine disruptors, as well as the metabolism of drugs and exogenous hormones.17

**Table 1**. Electrochemical sensors used for the detection of diclofenac

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode</th>
<th>Dynamic range / (mol L$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Detection limit / (mol L$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$i_b$ / mV</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIP</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-5}$-$1.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptamer</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-5}$-$1.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-5}$-$3.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNT</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-6}$-$6.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNT/CuPc</td>
<td><strong>Batch</strong></td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^{-6}$-$7.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>This paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FIA</strong></td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-5}$-$5.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MIP: molecularly-imprinted polymer; IL: (ionic liquid); MWCNT: multi-walled carbon nanotubes; CuPc: copper(II) 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-29H,31H-phthalocyanine.

The P450 enzymes belong to the heme protein group, and possess a common active site, iron protoporphyrin IX (Figure 1), which is responsible for the catalytic activity of the enzyme.

The use of complex base phthalocyanine and porphyrin is a very viable alternative to imitate the active site of the P450 enzyme. The products of the redox reactions should be similar to those obtained using an enzyme, although they do not necessarily follow the same process of reaction. When immobilized on the electrode surface, this complex is expected to improve the electron transfer between the electrode/active site (biomimetic catalyst/substrate), thereby allowing greater sensitivity and selectivity at low redox potentials.18,19

Several articles were found in the literature on complexes such as iron(II) phthalocyanine $bis$(pyridine),19 cobalt phthalocyanine20 and iron(III) phthalocyanine chloride,21 which have been satisfactorily used as electrochemical modifiers in biomimetic sensors for the monitoring of environmental emergent pollutants, such as drug,22 hormone23 and pesticide.24

Table 1 shows a comparison of the proposed sensor with different kinds of electrochemical sensors that have been employed for the determination of diclofenac.25-28

The proposed sensor showed linear response range similar to other electrochemical sensors. Its advantages lie in its lower analysis potential, which allows an increase in its selectivity and the possibility to conduct analyses in situ and in real time by the flow injection analysis (FIA) system.
The concept of FIA was proposed by Ruzicka and Hansen in 1975 as a new concept for chemical analysis. This mode of analysis has been exploited with success and provides numerous advantages, such as versatile use of instrumentation, low cost of the components of the system, high frequency sampling, higher sensitivity and selectivity, reduced consumption of reagents and consequently reduction in waste generation. In these analyses the risk of exposure of the analyst is low when compared with other analysis methodologies. FIA refers to all analytical techniques that are based on the introduction, processing, and detection of liquid samples in flow.29

The aim of this work is to develop a biomimetic sensor using copper(II) 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-29H,31H-phthalocyanine complex and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) for the detection of diclofenac (Figure 2) in batch and FIA systems. This article will further provide description regarding the application of biomimetic sensor in batch and FIA systems, its optimization and application as an alternative methodology for the analysis of diclofenac in pharmaceutical drugs and human serum.

**Experimental**

**Reagents**

The reagents used in this work are of analytical or HPLC grade, and standard solutions of sodium diclofenac \(1.0 \times 10^{-3}\) mol L\(^{-1}\) were prepared by dissolving 7.4 mg and diluting to 25 mL with deionized water. Sodium diclofenac, copper(II) 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy, \(N,N\)-dimethylformamide (DMF) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich, NaOH and phosphate buffer solution (PBS) from Synth and functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes from Dropsens\(^{®}\).

**Apparatus**

The voltammetry measurements were performed initially in batch system with a micro-Autolab type III (Autolab/Eco Chemie) potentiostat, fitted with an electrochemical cell containing 3 electrodes, commercial Ag[AgCl]KCl\(_{sat}\) (Analion\(^{®}\)) as the reference electrode, a platinum spiral wire as the counter electrode and glassy carbon electrode with area of 0.19 cm\(^2\) as working electrode (WE).

The electrochemical measurements in FIA system were performed using a PalmSense potentiostat (Palm Instruments BV, The Netherlands), interfaced with a microcomputer for potential control and data acquisition. For coupling to a flow system, the biomimetic sensor was inserted into a flow-through wall-jet amperometric cell, and used as the working electrode (Supplementary Information Figure S1). A homemade Ag[AgCl]KCl\(_{sat}\) electrode was used as the reference, and a platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode. The electrodes were connected to the PalmSense potentiostat. The flow rate of the 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) phosphate buffer carrier solution was controlled using an Ismatec\(^{®}\) peristaltic pump, and the standards and samples containing diclofenac were injected into the carrier using a sliding central bar sampling valve.

**Preparation of the modified glassy carbon electrode**

Initially, the surface of the glassy carbon electrode was polished with alumina (1, 0.5 and 0.1 µm) using a polishing machine (Fortel). The electrode was rinsed with deionized water and placed in the ultrasonic apparatus for one minute to remove residual alumina that may have been incorporated onto the electrode surface. After that, the electrode was immersed in a 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) solution of phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and was further bubbled with N\(_2\) for 10 minutes in an electrochemical cell prior to the voltammetric measurements. A solution of K\(_3\)Fe(CN)\(_6\) and K\(_4\)Fe(CN)\(_6\) was then added, where verification took place afterwards regarding the difference between the potentials of the anodic and cathodic peaks, which was found to be less than 100 mV, indicating that the cleaning was indeed satisfactory.30

The film synthesis was performed with 2.0 mg MWCNT-COOH and 1.0 mg copper(II) 29H,31H-phthalocyanine, 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy mixed with 1 mL of DMF and sonificated for 20 minutes.31 Twenty µL of the solution was then placed on the surface of the glassy carbon electrode and drying occurred at room temperature.

**Functionalization of multi-walled carbon nanotubes**

The functionalization method consisted of mixing 100 mg of multi-walled carbon nanotubes in sulfonitrile solution (3 H\(_2\)SO\(_4\):1 HNO\(_3\)\). This mixture was then stirred for 12 hours and was subsequently washed with ultra-pure water until reaching pH 7.0. Afterwards, the MWCNT was heated at 70 °C for 12 hours to enable the drying of the material.32,33
Study of selectivity

The selectivity of the proposed sensor was observed based on the analysis of seven drugs (secnidazol, piroxicam, ranitidine, ciprofloxacin, lidocaine, tetracycline and diclofenac) under optimized analysis conditions. Drug solutions were prepared with deionized water in concentration of $2.0 \times 10^{-4}$ mol L$^{-1}$ for electrochemical analysis in square wave voltammetry (SWV).

Application of the biomimetic sensor in human serum samples

To determine the presence of diclofenac in a human serum sample, solutions containing 2.5 mL of untreated serum samples and 2.5 mL of diclofenac in the concentration of $3.0 \times 10^{-4}$ mol L$^{-1}$ were prepared. Conventional filtration of the samples was performed to remove coarse insoluble substances. Square wave voltammetry (SWV) was used for the determination of diclofenac in the samples in order to verify a possible matrix effect. The analyses were carried out in batch system and the results were compared with HPLC.

Application of the biomimetic sensor in pharmaceutical samples

The quantification of diclofenac in pharmaceutical formulation was carried out by SWV. For the preparation of each sample solution, five tablets were ground and homogenized in a mortar, then a suitable amount of triturated sample was weighed out and dissolved in deionized water, followed by a filtration step in order to remove any insoluble substances present in the tablets.

A stock solution of 100 mL of standard diclofenac in the concentration $1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ mol L$^{-1}$ was prepared for analysis in batch and FIA systems as well as HPLC.

Analysis of samples in HPLC

The chromatographic analyses were performed using a Shimadzu Model 20A liquid chromatograph, coupled to an SPD-20A UV-Vis detector, an SRL-20A autosampler and a DGU-20A5 degasser. The chromatography system was controlled by a microcomputer and the C18 column (250 mm $\times$ 4.6 m) was used in the analysis. The chromatographic conditions used were: mobile phase composed of a mixture of acetonitrile:water deionized:formic acid in the ratio $65:34.5:0.5$, flow rate of $1.0$ mL min$^{-1}$, sample injection volume of $10$ µL and wavelength of $225$ nm.

Results and Discussion

Electrochemical detection of diclofenac in biomimetic sensor

The electrochemical detection of diclofenac using the biomimetic sensor modified with MWCNT-COOH was carried out by the cyclic voltammetry technique as shown in Figure 3. The cyclic voltammetry exhibits behavior related to the irreversible anodic oxidation of the diclofenac in the potential of 600 mV. The sweep was initiated in the positive direction (−0.2 to 0.9 V vs. Ag|AgCl|KCl$_{sat}$). When the reverse sweep occurred, an anodic peak at 320 mV and a cathodic peak at 220 mV were found to appear, featuring a reversible system. The explanation concerning these peaks can be said to be as a result of the strong adsorption of the reaction products of diclofenac on the electrode surface, which was strongly favored with the use of MWCNT. These peaks are best visualized when compared with the electrochemical signal of the electrolyte.

![Figure 3](image-url)

In Figure S2, it can be seen in the cyclic voltammogram graph that the change in the anodic current is a linear function of the square root of the scan rate, in the range between 10 and 400 mV s$^{-1}$, indicating that the oxidation of diclofenac on the surface of the sensor at the 320 mV potential is controlled by a diffusion process.

The electroactive area of the modified glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was estimated in $0.1$ mol L$^{-1}$ KCl in the presence of $1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ mol L$^{-1}$ [Fe(CN)$_6$]$^{4-}$ (data not shown) according to the Randles-Sevick equation:

$$i_p = 2.69{n}^{3/2}AD^{1/2}Cv^{1/2}$$

(1)
where \( C \) is the \([\text{Fe(CN)}_6]^{4-}\) concentration in bulk solution \((1.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ mol cm}^{-3})\); \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of \([\text{Fe(CN)}_6]^{4-}\) in solution \((7.6 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1})\) and \( A \) is the electroactive area \((\text{cm}^2)\).

The values obtained for the electroactive areas of the modified GCE and the bare GCE were of 0.3 and 0.9 cm\(^2\), respectively. It can be seen that the modification of the electrode surface with MWCNT-COOH promoted a three-fold increase in area compared to the bare electrode.

The analyses of the surface morphology of the biomimetic sensor modified with MWCNT-COOH were registered using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging in a JEOL JSM 7500F scanning electron microscope. Figure 4a shows SEM image of copper(II) \(29H,31H\)-phthalocyanine-1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy and MWCNT-COOH and Figure 4b depicts the functionalization of the nanotubes with carboxylic group which is present at the extremities of this material.

Copper (Cu) atoms that constitute the complex molecule were observed in the analysis of energy-dispersive X-rays (EDX). The C and O are from the MWCNT and Si is from the substrate (Figure S3).

Verification of biomimetic character

The biomimetic character that is similar to the enzymatic character was checked using SWV response profile. The hyperbolic profile obtained (inset in Figure 5), is characteristic of enzymatic biosensors and biomimetic sensors, which is in agreement with Michaelis-Menten kinetics.\(^{18,38}\) A Lineweaver-Burk graph (Figure 5) was constructed in order to calculate the apparent Michaelis-Menten constant \( (K_{\text{MM}}^{\text{app}}) \) for diclofenac for the proposed sensor. The value of \( 1.2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ mol L}^{-1} \) indicates the degree of affinity between the catalyst (copper complex) and the analyte. This \( (K_{\text{MM}}^{\text{app}}) \) value is higher when compared with the \( K_m \) of the P450 enzyme (CYP 2D6), which was \( 4.3 \times 10^{-6} \text{ mol L}^{-1} \). These values indicate the affinity of the enzyme for diclofenac, which is greater than the biomimetic complex, although satisfactory results with this biomimetic compound were visualized in electrochemical measurements.\(^{39,40}\)

**Study of diclofenac in SWV**

A square wave voltammetry (SWV) study was performed to verify the response profile of the unmodified and modified electrode. The optimization of the parameters of SWV can be found in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency / Hz</th>
<th>( i_{pa} ) / ( \mu A )</th>
<th>Amplitude / mV</th>
<th>( i_{pa} ) / ( \mu A )</th>
<th>Increment / mV</th>
<th>( i_{pa} ) / ( \mu A )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10(^{1})</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4(^{1})</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>100(^{1})</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}\)Optimized value.

In Figure 6, the anodic peak current of diclofenac on the electrode modified with MWCNT-COOH at 360 mV, and the response with the electrode modified with MWCNT-COOH and copper(II) 1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octabutoxy-\(29H,31H\)-phthalocyanine at 320 mV can be observed. The modification of the electrode promoted an electrocatalysis, slightly decreasing the redox potential while increasing the electrochemical response (electrocatalysis), contributing to the improvement of selectivity and sensitivity of the biomimetic sensor.

The SWV technique was employed in order to obtain the best limits of detection and quantification. Figure 7 shows the SWV obtained with the biomimetic sensor for different diclofenac concentrations. Using SWV, the sensor
showed a linear response for diclofenac concentrations between $4.0 \times 10^{-5}$ and $6.7 \times 10^{-4}$ mol L$^{-1}$, and a sensitivity of $6.1 \times 10^{5} \pm 1.5 \times 10^{4}$ µA L mol$^{-1}$. The limits of detection and quantification were $1.3 \times 10^{-5}$ and $4.0 \times 10^{-5}$ mol L$^{-1}$, respectively, calculated as recommended by ANVISA (the Brazilian National Health Surveillance Agency).41

In the study of selectivity, seven drugs were analyzed and only diclofenac presented an anodic peak current ($i_{pa}$) in square wave voltammetry (SWV). The drugs analyzed included secnidazol, piroxicam, ranitidine, ciprofloxacin, lidocaine, tetracycline and diclofenac (Figure 8). These results clearly show that the proposed sensor, in addition to being highly sensitive, is also highly selective, as expected for a device designed to emulate an enzymatic biosensor.

The proposed amperometric sensor was evaluated using analyses of enriched samples of human serum. The measurements were analyzed by square wave voltammetry (SWV). The results obtained were found to be close to the reference value, indicating that the system analyzed showed no matrix effect (Table 3). The method used in the determination of diclofenac in the matrices analyzed was the standard addition. In these analyses standard solution aliquots are added to the electrochemical cell, and the current obtained is extrapolated in the analytical curve, in the order to obtain the respective concentration of diclofenac in the sample (Figure S6).

Analyses of biomimetic sensor in FIA

Optimization of the FIA system

The pH and potential applied to the wall-jet electrochemical cell was varied, and the highest sensitivity was achieved at pH 7.5 and potential of 500 mV vs. Ag|AgCl|KCl sat. This potential was therefore used in subsequent FIA measurements (Figure S4).

Figure S5 shows the optimization of flow rates and injected sample volume. The flow rates between 0.2 and 2.3 mL min$^{-1}$ were tested. An optimum value of 1.2 mL min$^{-1}$ was selected since this did not affect the sampling frequency, while the current value was close to that obtained at the lowest flow rate.
The injected sample volume \( V_i \) was investigated using loop volumes of 50, 75, 100 and 125 \( \mu L \). The signal increased with increasing \( V_i \), reaching saturation at 100 \( \mu L \). The volume of 100 \( \mu L \) was selected, since this provided a good current signal without affecting the sampling frequency.

### Analytical characteristics of the FIA system

Once the FIA parameters had been optimized (Table 4), a calibration curve was plotted using the data shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the sensor did not exhibit any memory effects.

The analytical curves showed linear fits for both increasing and decreasing concentrations of diclofenac, as described by equations 2 and 3, respectively:

\[
\Delta i/\mu A = 1.3(\pm0.7) + 1.6 \times 10^4(\pm3.0 \times 10^3)[\text{Diclofenac}]/(\text{mol } L^{-1}) \\
R = 0.9991 (n = 7); \tag{2}
\]

\[
\Delta i/\mu A = (0.4 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-2}) + 1.6 \times 10^4(\pm4.5 \times 10^2)[\text{Diclofenac}]/(\text{mol } L^{-1}) \\
R = 0.9981 (n = 7); \tag{3}
\]

Limits of detection and quantification, calculated according to ANVISA recommendations from the standard deviation of seven independent measurements were \( 1.7 \times 10^{-5} \) and \( 5.0 \times 10^{-5} \) mol L\(^{-1} \), respectively.

The repeatability of the sensor was investigated by using injections of \( 5.0 \times 10^{-3} \) mol L\(^{-1} \) diclofenac solution, for which a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 3.5\% (\( n = 12 \)) was obtained (Figure 10).

### Application of biomimetic sensor in pharmaceutical formulations

Application in the batch and FIA systems was tested using two commercial pharmaceutical formulations. The standard additions procedure was used for diclofenac quantification, and the results obtained were compared with the method based on HPLC (Table 5).

After the assessment of the results, the two methods were not found to be significantly different, thus leading to the conclusion that the proposed methodology is an efficient and rapid alternative for the determination of diclofenac in pharmaceutical preparations.

### Conclusions

The biomimetic sensor showed satisfactory sensibility and selectivity, indicating that the modifiers can be considered as a biomimetic catalyst for the monitoring of
Table 5. Results obtained with the proposed sensor and the comparative method (HPLC) in the analysis of drugs containing diclofenac in batch and FIA mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pharmaceutical formulations</th>
<th>Value obtained / (mg tablets⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nominal value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium diclofenac</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium diclofenac</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Profile of the repeatability for 16 consecutive injections of 5.0 × 10⁻⁴ mol L⁻¹ diclofenac solution.

Sodium diclofenac. The sensor has numerous advantages, such as easy preparation, sensibility, selectivity and especially low cost.

The coupling of the biomimetic sensor to the FIA system proved to be a simple and versatile tool for the determination of diclofenac.

The results obtained in the batch and FIA systems for both the pharmaceutical and human serum samples were found to be similar to the compared method (HPLC), thus making its application possible in other matrices.
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